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I M P E R I A L ATTRACTIONS 

Benjamin Franklin's New Experiments of 1751 

If any one should doubt whether the electrical matter passes 
through the substance of bodies, or only over and along their surfaces, 
a shock from an electrified large glass jar, taken through his own 
body, will probably convince him. 

Thus common matter is a kind of spunge [sic] to the electrical 
fluid.—BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, New Experiments and 
Observations on Electricity 

American cultural historians have typically focused upon Benjamin 
Franklin's lightning rod and kite experiments as the most mean
ingful of his electrical innovations of the 1740s and 1750s. The folk 
mythology of Franklin's kite-flying adventure, for example, has be
come a byword for a democratic, do-it-yourself "American" scien
tific culture, in which ordinary people using ordinary materials pro
duce extraordinary results. Franklin's invention of the lightning rod 
has made him similarly accessible to Whig allegory as a "modern 
Prometheus" bringing fire from heaven and stealing thunder from 
kings and gods. Franklin's most significant contribution to electrical 
science as cultural practice was not his lightning rod, however, but 
hjs linclf flni^ m"^pl.ofelectruari^uidjhe "discovery" and naming 
of "positive" versu^J^e^arive" electrical charges.1 Indeed. Franklin 
could not have imagined performing experiments with lightning 



without having first articulated his model of a single electrical fluid 
operating according to the principle of bipolar charges, a fluid that 
could then be "drained" from the clouds by means of a pointed rod 
or wire.2 

Elaborated throughout his New Experiments and Observations on 
Electricity, made at Philadelphia in America (1751, 1753, 1769, 1774), 
Franklin's single-fluid model and his theory of charges were demon
strated in comparatively mundane performances such as "the elec
tric kiss," the "electric party," or "the electric book."3 Unlike his fa
mous kite experiment, these were not particularly original in form 
but rather closely mimicked electrical entertainments already being 
performed in European courts and philosophical circles.4 Unlike the 
lightning rod, moreover, experiments like "the electric kiss" did not 
pretend to shield organic beings from electrical power; on the con
trary, they inserted human bodies directly into Franklin's electrical 
system as conduits of the electrical fluid and witness to its effects. 

When Franklin first began to perform experiments in Philadelphia 
in 1745, he entered a highly politicized world of European electrical 
investigation in which British, French, Dutch, and German experi
menters played a leading role. Many of the parameters of electrical 
experiment had already been marked out by British exhibitors (such 
as William Watson, Benjamin Rackstrow, and Benjamin Martin), 
when in 1751 Watson read a paper before the Royal Society sum
marizing Franklin's contributions. Like Franklin, Watson had spent 
the late 1740s sending electricity across rivers, igniting alcoholic 
"spirits," and directing electric shocks through the bodies of vari
ously connected ladies and gentlemen.5 And, like Watson, Franklin 
would exploit the Newtonian doctrine of active fluids (sometimes 
called "electrical aether") elaborated in Newton's texts as well as in 
those by Homberg and Boerhaave.6 

Franklin used numerous metaphors to describe the Newtonian 
flows of his electricity, calling it variously a "fluid," a "fire," or an 
"aether," consisting of "particles extremely subtile [sic] that can 
permeate common matter, even the densest metals, with . . . ease 
and freedom."7 But Franklin's electrical matter was, above all, a 
single, unitary substance and his New Experiments are, therefore, an 
extended demonstration of the conservation of charges, whereby 
"any production of a positive charge in one body (a net gain in 
electrical fluid) is always accompanied by an equal and opposite 
negative charge (a net loss in electrical fluid) in one or more other 
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bodies."8 The shocking or entertaining effects of plus (+) and minus 
(-) charges remain embedded in the underlying "sameness" of a 
fluid that "is equally diffused in our walls, floors, earth, and the 
whole mass of common matter." Thus, Franklin writes, friction 
"will produce electrical fire, not by creating, but collecting it."9 The 
terms plus (+) and minus (-) mathematize the accumulations (+) 
or evacuations (-) of an electrical fluid that could be collected or 
subtracted via conduction or, conversely, contained or blocked by 
nonconducting materials. When set in motion by the electrician the 
fluid simply circulates, creating remarkable effects (and affects) in 
the process of "electrising" or "de-electrising" the bodies brought 
into contact with the system—until it reaches equilibrium or again 
finds "its original equality."10 

Historian of science Otto Mayr has argued that the eighteenth-
century origins of cybernetic systems must be traced to pneumatic 
and steam technologies, and especially to James Watt's centrifugal 
"governor" of 1788, a mechanical feedback device that automati
cally controlled the intake of steam in relation to engine load.11 By 
contrast, Franklin's electrical experiments of the 1740s and 1750s 
do not describe any such automatic, self-governing device capable 
of feeding information—about results, or output—back into a dy
namic system. Yet while they do not technically anticipate closed-
circuit feedback systems, Franklin's New Experiments are indispens-
able to narrating the history of the adoption or assimilation of such 
systems by other (social, political, and cultural) systems. This ex
amination of Franklin's New Experiments argues that the origin of 
cybernetics must^be traced not_onIy_to a collection of mechanical 
or intellectual devices but also to the emergence of a remarkably 
simple code. Stated as a mathematical relation, Franklin's +/- in
stalled the principle of dynamic balance as a universal inscription 
device. A sign system so simple and insistent that it outstripped 
(while integrating) all signifieds, Franklin's device preceded, and 
then accompanied, the development of early industrial technolo
gies such as Watt's steam engine. Franklin's +/- was a "metacode'r 

that put into circulation the binary structure of systematicity itself. 
Readily suturing to the dynamic binaries that constituted other sys
tems and macrosystems, it revealed their structures to be paral
lel and thus accessible to integration. Even today, any "open" (yet 
closed) dynamic system that is marked by speed and universal pene
tration is often denominated "electric." 

w 
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As a result +/- was also, however, a management device that 
promised control over unruly energies that threatened (even while 
they were becoming vital resources for) an imperial, early indus
trial nation-state. This is why Franklin's articulation of electrical 
"flows" helps to explain the dynamics of digital assimilation today, 
particularly the mixture of conflict and (ultimately) consensus that 
structures the way in which Americans absorb and adapt to new 
technologies. In this essay I focus on those experiments in which 
Franklin's sign system +/- functions to integrate an array of objects 
and bodies while workingjitjJTe^amejtirne_tQ^^ 
tlorialTpolitical, social, and even economic systems into a virtually 
integrated whole. Because Franklin's electrical ideas were put into 
circulation in the form of published letters and papers (in books, 
pamphlets, or magazines) it is necessary to begin with his medium, 
the printed text of his New Experiments, and, within it, his predilec
tion for experimenting on the physical bodies of books themselves. 

Franklin's New Experiments of 1751 circulated in the form of a 
scientific pamphlet. The first edition consisted of twelve letters 
and papers addressed primarily to Peter Collinson, a Fellow of the 
British Royal Society and a London merchant. While the New Experi
ments eventually went through five London editions between 1751 
and 1774, the papers of the first edition were, for the most part, re
printed in each of the subsequent editions.12 The genre and style 
of the writings collected in the New Experiments are closely adapted 
from the "good-humoured" prose of eighteenth-century magazines 
or periodical essays, such as the London Gentleman's Magazine, the 
Tatler, the Spectator, and the straightforward style of essays in the 
Transactions of the British Royal Society. In fact, excerpts of Franklin's 
experiments eventually appeared in both the Gentleman's Magazine 
and the Royal Society's Transactions, and it was editor Edmund Cave 
of the Gentleman's Magazine who published the first edition of the 
New Experiments. 

Performed in response to, and for, publication, Franklin's New 
Experiments constitute a form of what Bruno Latour calls "paper-

." or science performed inseparably from the writing and the 
'fishing of texts." But while the New Experiments operated as 

paperwork at the level of London publishing, they also operated 
is paperwork at a more mathematized level of inscription because 

7 put into circulation the marks of (+) and (-) that are still used 
cate positive versus negative electricdchTrges.i4Hiltorian of 
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science Simon Schaffer observes that Franklinian electricity even
tually won out over numerous French and British competitors, most 
dfwhom had been in the held long before Franklin. Shaffer argues 
that Franklin's success was due to the fact that Franklin managed 
to avoid the kind of political and social controversy that inhibited 
the reception and advancement of European experiments.15 Other 
historians have suggested that Franklin's originality was due to his 
comparative isolation in Philadelphia where he could think more 
independently or with a kind of freshness, so that his theory sud
denly gave "a single unified account of all the data of the subject 
and thereby for the first time congealed a miscellaneous collection 
of knowledge into the rigid form of a single unified scientific disci
pline." 16 However, Franklin's bipolar electrical fluid was not merely 
"American," it was Anglo-American. And its most original features 
must be attributed to the fact that his single-fluid model of charges 
was an economic model that primarily replayed—albeit in a more 
efficient, streamlined form—the structural dynamics of an expand-
ing British industrial state. 

Written in an accessible, plain style, Franklin's New Experiments 
read like electrical recipes or do-it-yourself magic tricks that al
most anyone might see and imitate. Like his later autobiography 
(1790), they appear to be "good-humoured" guides to the genera
tion of power by any ordinary or "common" person who is able to 
read. Despite their emphasis on ultimate equality and equilibrium, 
however, the New Experiments are not only about the liberation of 
physical, affective, and economic energies but also are equally about 
their control. Franklin was committed to the Enli^rrtenmentMeal of 
the diffusion of information, and he believed that republican politi
cal powerwas rooted in and diffused through the collective body of 
what he called "the People.'^17 Yet, like an Enlightenment-era Pros
pero, Franklin believed that this body must, finally, be controlled by 
its head. It was to be managed (or rather, self-managed) by a know
ing bourgeois managerial class of engineers: the owners of books, 
schooled in the flows of energy. As an electrical engineer of the 
British imperial state, Franklin was deeply invested in print peda
gogy as a way of stimuTatrng'and embodying his heady dreams of 
union and expansion. 

_In the 1740s and 1750s, Franklin was a colonial Loyalist and a 
Whig expansionist who admired the English Constitution, espe
cially the House of Commons, and he hoped to see the more liberal 
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elements of Britain's political and economic system expand across 
North America, if not the globe.18 He published the first edition of 
his New Experiments in the years immediately preceding the Seven 
Years' (or "French and Indian") War, the war of empire that the 
British won in 1763. As his autobiography points out, he actively 
aided the British military operation of the Seven Years' War even 

r-»^vhile his fame as an electrician was growing in Europe.19 Indeed, 
\ Franklin often employed military materials like guns and shot in 

his New Experiments, not only because they were made of metal but 
because (like books and bookbinding materials) they came conve-

l piently to hand in Philadelphia. 
Certainly, as Shaffer and others have suggested, Franklin's scien-

, tific success can be traced to his evasion of open personal and politi-
fjvt/-\ cal conflict and to his skill at silently turning conflict to his own ad-

-» vantage.20 Yet, these personal and political forms of success cannot 
be neatly separated from his elaboration of the +/- denotation of 
electrical bipolarity, the inscription device he deployed as a way of 
summarizing and proliferating electricity. Nor can Franklin s sum
mation of dynamic balance (or connection via separation) be fully 
understood apart from the array of institutional, socioeconomic, 
and political transformations through which he emerged as printer 
and author and which he helped to integrate. 

Instead of his legendary kite experiment, then, the key to Frank-
linian science lies in those experiments in which Franklin charged, 
discharged, and recharged comparatively ordinary bodies and ob
jects in the process of performing his New Experiments. Franklin's 
electrical wizardry consists in conversion of powerful physical and/ 
or affective "energies" (including sexual desire and lust for power) 
into the +/- of "electricity." In American cultural history, the ide
ology of affect and the emergence of sensationalism are usually 
traced to the eighteenth-century Gothic and sentimental novel, or 
to eighteenth-century oratory and theater and the epistemologi-
cal or psychological theories that informed them.21 The texts of 
eighteenth-century electrical science are less often included in the 
history of the emergence of affective and physiological "feeling." Ex
periments such as the "electric kiss" or "electrocuted turkey," how
ever, reveal that Franklin's writings on electricity not only occupy a 
central position in the history of eighteenth-century electrical sci
ence, but also articulate an ^rray^pJLkipolar feeling states, such as 

pleasure and pain fear and laughter attraction and repulsion. Even 
while they are_eypl<prl and displayed, the energies (and historical 
valence) of powerful feelings are always ultimately under the elec
trician's control—rendered chaste, "good-humoured," and mathe
matically balanced even while the industrious generation of charges 
remains intertwined with entertainment and erotica. 

From Bodies Erotic to the Body Electric 

Franklin began to experiment with electricity in 1745, when Collin-
son sent him a glass tube for creating static electricity and the Penn
sylvania proprietor Thomas Penn sent him a more elaborate appara
tus—the Leyden jar, or "phial." A Leyden jar is a lead-covered glass 
jar filled with water or metal, with a wire passed into the interior 
and protruding from the cork at the top. When this wire is charged 
positively the lead exterior of the jar is charged negatively, and vice 
versa.22 Franklin experimented extensively with the Leyden jar, and 
in one instance he demonstrates its function by suspending a cork 
between two wires; the first wire is attached to the lead at the bot
tom of the jar, and the second extends from the cork at the top. The 
inequality of charges in the two wires is evidenced by the motion 
of the cork, which must perform the labor of "fetching and carry
ing" the electrical charge until "equilibrium is restored": "If a cork 
suspended by a silk thread (/) hang between these two wires, it will 
play incessantly from one to the other, 'till the bottle is no longer 
electrised; that is, it fetches and carries fire from the top to the bot
tom of the bottle, 'till the equilibrium is restored."23 In a closely 
related experiment, the labor of fetching and carrying becomes the 
principle of both animation and entertainment when the Leyden 
jar is used to electrify a "spider" made of thread. Here the +/- of 
Franklinian electricity equates the life energy of organic systems 
with the fluid mechanics of motion to produce a "life-form": "Made 
of a small piece of burnt cork, with legs of linnen [51c] thread, and a 
grain or two of lead stuck in him, to give him more weight [the spi
der is suspended by a thread between two wires, set at about eight 
inches apart]. . . . Then, we animate him [by applying the Leyden 
jar to one of the wires] . . . He will immediately fly to the wire of 
the phial, bend his legs in touching it; then spring off, and fly to the 
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wire in the table: thence again to the wire of the phial, playing with 
his legs against both, in a very entertaining manner [and appear
ing] perfectly alive to persons unacquainted."24 Here the +/- code 
of electricity sutures a mechanical system to "animated" nature— 
making nature seem to operate by mechanical laws—while display
ing, in the body of the leaping spider, the back-and-forth act of the 

suturing itself. 
Franklin also generated charges with the glass tube sent to him by 

Collinson, which he "electrised" by "rubbing" it up and down, or 
"exciting" it, with a cloth.25 Along with the tube, Collinson had en
closed a copy of London Gentleman's Magazine of April 1745, which 
contained an essay by Albrecht von Haller describing recent Ger
man experiments with electricity. Haller's essay emphasized elec
trical performances involving human bodies and alcoholic "spirits," 
and it declared that tricks with static electricity had "taken the place 
of quadrille" in "the fashionable world."26 His account offers mod
erately erotic, slighty sadistic and titillating, experiments that in
volve clothing, human bodies, and metaphors linking the "electri
cal fire" to the energy of sexual desire. Haller narrates, for example, 
the evocation of sparks from "electrised petticoats" or from a man's 
button. He also recounts an experiment called "a hanging boy," in 
which a small boy was "strung up" and sparks of fire evoked from 
his face and hands "by only rubbing a Glass Tube at his Feet," in 
order to prove "that Fire is diffus'd through all Space, and may be 
produc'd from all Bodies."27 Unlike Franklin's mathematized plus 
(+) and minus (-), Haller's essay distinguishes "sparks" from "lumi
nous emanations" by sexing them as "male" versus "female" fire: "If 
any other person not electrised puts his finger near one who is so, 
no matter where it be to his naked skin or his clothes, there issues 
thence a fire, with a painful sensation . . . of which both parties are 
but too sensible."28 This line of entertainment is concluded in the 
Venus electrificata, "whose caress was so painful that a gallant 'dur'st 
not renew his kisses more than three times.' "29 

On receiving a copy of Haller's essay, Franklin immediately began 
to imitate the German experiments. And in his first substantive let
ter to Collinson four months later he details a chaste, Philadelphia 
version of the Venus electrificata in which Franklin (and fellow ex
perimenters Ebenezar Kinnersley and Thomas Hopkinson) claim to 
have been able to "encrease vastly the force of the electrical kiss" 

"Let A and B stand on wax; or A on wax and B on the floor; give one 
of them the electrised phial in hand; let the other take hold of the 
wire; there will be a small spark; but when their lips approach, they 
will be struck and shock'd. . . . [The same effect is produced when] 
another gentleman and lady, C and D approach and 'shake hands' 
with those who have performed the 'kiss.' "30 

In the Philadelphia experiment, the bodies of Franklin's "gentle
men" and "lady" are denominated by letters rather than names, and 
the experiment is called "the electric kiss" rather than "Venus elec
trificata." Unlike many European electrical pamphlets of the same 
period, furthermore, Franklin's New Experiments are not illustrated 
—although the edition of 1774 includes a frontispiece.31 Despite the 
changes made in the German experiment, in fact, the channeling 
of the European flows of imperial, social, political, and economic 
power through Philadelphia and Franklin's electrical (and print) 
shop ultimately wrought little change in the social and class ele
ments of the "Venus electrificata."32 As wittily recounted anecdote 
and visually flashy performance, Franklin's experiment is easy to 
categorize as entertainment. Yet, the chaste, plain-style (markedly 
wmllustrated) letters and papers of the New Experiments are also 
works of erotica insofar as they invoke an illicit, adjacent universe 
of licentious "energies" that includes both sexual desire (eros) and 
undisguised socioeconomic ambition ("vanity"). 

After the success of his lightning rod experiment in France, Frank
lin linked sexuality and ambition in a humorous anecdote in which 
the violent and dangerous affect of his own pride is coyly half-
repressed. When Franklin received a note of thanks from the king 
of France following a performance of his experiments in Paris, he 
claims to have a hard time managing his vanity. In order to get a 
grip on his pride, he tells a little story about a girl and her garters. 
In the process, the nonproductive quality of his vanity is gendered, 
sexualized, and equated with the position of "the girl" in the story. 
"The Tatler tells us," he writes, 

of a Girl, who was observed to grow suddenly proud, and none cou'd 
guess the Reason, till it came to be known she had got on a new Pair 
of Garters. Lest you should be puzzled to guess the Cause, when you 
observe any Thing of the kind in me, I think I will not hide my new 
Garters under my Petticoats, but take the Freedom to show them to 
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you, in a Paragraph [from] our friend Collinson's Letter, vis—But I 
ought to mortify, and not indulge, this Vanity: I will not transcribe the 
Paragraph, yet I cannot forbear. . . . [to tell you that] the Grand Mon
arch of France strictly commands the Abbe Mazeas to write a Letter 
[returning] the King's Thanks and Compliments in an express Manner 
to Mr. Franklin of Pennsylvania.33 

There are countless such examples in Franklin's autobiography 
and elsewhere of his rhetorically profitable struggle with vanity in 
which he forces his own (feminized) vanity and desire down and 
re-"channels" it into a dynamic connection through print with his 
male correspondents. In doing so, of course, he converts "useless" 
affect or feeling back into a profitable and productive circulation 
of himself in print. Both revealing and repressing (as "natural") the 
energies of his own desires, Franklin therefore maintains a produc
tive equilibrium in the wake of any social, economic, or psycho-
logicaLcojn^icL-Qn the one hand, Franklin always stands somewhat 
above his materials (as their conductor), while, on the other, he is 
equally careful never to appear to rise too high above his audience— 
or above the bodies he employs. In more than one instance, he even 
interpellates his own body into the current—appearing on the stage 
of his New Experiments as the object (a conductor) of his own elec
trical science. 

One such dangerous moment occurs when he and Ebenezer Kin-
nersley use large Leyden jars to electrocute chickens and turkeys. 
Half-pint jars, Franklin recalls, "were sufficient to kill common Hens 
outright." But the case was different with turkeys, who "tho' thrown 
into violent Convulsions, and then lying as dead for some minutes, 
would recover." Eventually by using five jars Franklin and Kinners-
ley were able to kill one ten-pound turkey. "I conceit," Franklin ob
serves, "that the Birds kill'd in this Manner eat uncommonly ten
der." But, while making the attempt, the electrician "inadvertently 
took the Stroke of two of those Jars, when they were very near full 
charg'd. . . . [The effect was that of a] universal Blow from head to 
foot throughout the Body, followed by a violent quick Trembling in 
the Trunk [and] a Swelling [on my Hand] about the bigness of half a 
Swan Shot or pistol Bullet." As the inadvertent object of his own sci
ence, Franklin discovers that "a man can bear a much greater Elec
trical Shock than I imagined."34 Indeed, repeated observations of 
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electrical shocks to human bodies convince him that electrocution 
"would certainly . . . be the easiest of all deaths."35 

Franklin is known for his humor rather than for emotional ex
pressiveness or sentimental discourse. He repeatedly converts dis- fa* \^o/. . 
aster, death, and simple failure into new opportunity—for jokes, ihth- > 
entertainment, or further experiment—rather than occasion for 
grief or anxiety. "Chagrined," writes Franklin, for instance, at the 
end of a frustratingly inconclusive experiment, "that we have been 
hitherto able to produce nothing in this way of use to mankind," it 
is proposed "to put an end to [electrical experiments] for this sea
son, somewhat humorously, in a party of pleasure on the banks of 
Skuylkil." Frustration is defused in an evening's entertainment that 
opens with the "firing of spirits [glasses of wine] by means of a spark 
sent [from one side of the river to the other] without any other 
conductor than the water. [Next] a turkey [is] killed for our dinner 
by the electrical shock, and roasted by the electrical jack, before a 
fire kindled by the electrified bottle: when the healths of all the fa
mous electricians in England, Holland, France, and Germany [are 
drunk] in electrified bumpers, under the discharge of guns from the 
electrical battery."36 Accompanied by a humorous discharge of im
perial weaponry and an evocation of "spirits," thisparty of pleasure 
would have made Franklin entirely recognizable to his scientific 
counterparts in the imperial states of "England, Holland, France, 
and Germany." Although quaintly performed on the banks of the 
Philadelphia river "Skuylkil, "Franklin's party remains class-coded as 
a European imperial attraction. 

Indeed, entertaining anecdotes such as his "electrical party" made 
Franklin's Experiments as much a literary as a scientific success, and 
the Franklin who floated himself so successfully in European circles 
did so primarily through his letters on electricity. As Joseph Priestly 
comments in 1767, the form and "simple and modest" style of Frank
lin's electrical letters were as much admired as their content, and 
"nothing was ever written upon the subject of electricity which 
was more generally read and admired in all parts of Europe, than 
these letters."37 Ultimately, Franklin's access to political power in 
the 1750s and 1760s would be due as much to his Eterary celebrity 
as to his genius for conducting diplomacy. 
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Electric Books 

So great a degree of electricity was excited [by the Leyden jar] 
that, when discharged the spark made an hole thro' a quire of paper, 
which is thought to be pistol proof.—Advertisement for Franklin's 
New Experiments in the Gentleman's Magazine 

In Franklin's New Experiments, the management of power is a mat
ter of both physiology and of literacy. As if to illustrate the electric 
connection of bodies and letters in his New Experiments, Franklin 
repeatedly electrifies whole books, or the parts of books, as if to at
tack (even while celebrating) the privileged medium of the scientific 
Enlightenment: reading, writing, and print circulation. Franklin di
rects: "Lay two books back towards back [on two wine glasses, at 
two or three inches distant.] Set an electrifed [Leyden jar] upon one 
of the books, and touch the wire. This book will be electrified minus. 
Then, use the Leyden jar to electrify the second book plus. A sus
pended small cork-ball will play between these books till the equi
librium is restored." Take off the bottle, and holding it in your hand, 
touch the other with the wire; that book will be electrified plus; the 
fire passing into it from the wire, and the bottle at the same time 
supplied from your hand.38 Likewise, Franklin experiments with 
sending electrical shocks through thick "quires of paper" in order 
to demonstrate that "electricity . . . will kill without a Wound, and 
pass through every thing."39 He electrifies the gilt covers of books 
to create glowing lines "in the dark," and he uses leather itself either 
to create charges by "rubbing" other objects or, in the case of book 
covers, to serve as a nonconductor. 

In each of these experiments, books and book parts are seem
ingly random objects that have come to the electrician's hand— 
the equivalents of cork, wire, wood, or glass—to demonstrate the 
principles of conduction versus nonconduction, of +/- charges and 
equilibrium restored. Franklin himself was a bookbinder as well as 
a printer, and he often supplied printers in distant colonies with 
the materials needed for binding and gilding books.40 Like the book
binding vises he used to electrify panes of glass and strips of metal, 
book gilt and leather were available in Franklin's own print shop. As 
a material for construction and experiment, whether as a whole or 
in part, the book as an object of experiment within the New Experi

ments is not simply analogous to the "pamphlet" (or the individual 
letters, papers, and other electrical transactions) that constitute the 
New Experiments themselves. If Franklin experiments, for example, 
on a whole book, its title is never given and its contents are ignored. 
If he experiments on its parts, whether paper, gilt, or leather bind
ing, the book becomes virtually random material, serving the fur
ther conduction of knowledge. At the same time, nevertheless, the 
books used as objects of experimentation do implicitly reference 
the physical medium of the New Experiments themselves. Of course, 
the reduction of books within the New Experiments to the status of 
materials suggests Frankljn's willingness to submit any object, in-
cludhnglnmself and his ownjjopk. to his electrical and economic 
purposes. At the same time, however, just like the tick-tock of the 
Enlightenment world clock (forged by some artisan deity or "clock-
maker" god), the +/- principle of electrical bipolarity also tran
scends the universe of material objects in which it is briefly instan
tiated. 

Within the text of the New Experiments, then, the employment of a 
leather-bound book as object reveals a number of fluid gaps within 
Franklin's electrical science: between science as an artifact of print 
versus science as spectacle; between linguistic and visual represen
tational forms; and between the book as object or "common mat
ter" equal to any other versus the book as a privileged repository of 
value, memory, and status. Franklin himself raises these gaps and 
tensions in the fourth edition of his New Experiments when, in the 
(turkey electrocution) letter dated 18 March 1755, he complains of 
the difficulties of being an "inventor" in a highly competitive envi
ronment assailed on the one side by the "Envy, Jealousy, and Vanity" 
of his "competitors for Fame" and, on the other, by ignorance and 
hatred directed at him by people who are "totally destitute of any in
ventive faculty themselves." Because of these corrosive conditions, 
Franklin continues, "the origin of many of the most extraordinary 
inventions, though produced within but a few centuries past, is in
volved in doubt and uncertainty. We scarce know to whom we are 
indebted for the compass, and for spectacles, nor have even paper and 
printing, that record every thing else, been able to preserve with cer
tainty the name and reputation of their inventors."41 

Franklin's complaint here with the fragility of knowledge and 
power stands in marked contrast to his usual lack of concern about 
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the potential costs of his electrical system or about its more explo
sive, destructive aspect as a force for dissolution, transformation, 
and globalization. The ethic of the eighteenth-century Enlighten
ment itself depended on opening and controlling flows of informa
tion. In Franklin's book experiments, acts of experimental violence 
against a privileged object of Enlightenment knowledge (its pro
duction and circulation) reveal the degree to which a bound or un
bound book could stand in for the vulnerable, yet powerful, preser
vative force of the human body. Acts of electrical violence against 
books and their parts also reveal the degree to which books (bound 
in animal hide) as conductors of knowledge were sutured to human 
and animal bodies via Franklinian electricity—as the site and source 
of new forms of power that could be generated through and on 
the skin. 

Like other eighteenth-century books, the books in Franklin's Ex
periments are bound in animal hide, but they are also often gilt 
with gold. Like other materials involved in bookbinding, gold is one 
more material in the world of electrical conductors; however, when 
"electrified" a gilt book could be made to glow magically, tempo
rarily revealing its value and even its transcendent status as a sign 
of social status, as a theatrical prop, and as a privileged, even sacred 
site of Enlightenment. 

Franklin was preoccupied with the conducting powers of gold in 
general. Electricity could not be seen in its passage through dense 
metals or wires, but gold was a porous medium through which the 
electric fire was visible. When passing through gilt, the small sheets 
of hammered gold, its "motion" was clearly visible. The electrical 
fluid flowing through gold leaf could be seen, Franklin writes, "leap
ing from body to body, or from particle to particle through the air. 
[F]or the leaf-gold is full of pore; hold a leaf to the light and it ap
pears like a net, and the fire is seen in its leaping over the vacan
cies."42 When the gilt lines on a book cover were electrified with a 
Leyden jar, the light passed along the book's edges, like "sharpest 
lightening": 

Take a book whose covering is filletted [sic] with gold. Then, bend a 
wire some ten inches long in the form of the letter "m" and slip it over 
one end of the book so that one shoulder of the "m" presses upon one 
end of the gold line, with the other end of the wire leaning up toward 
the other end of the book. Lay the book on a glass or wax. [Then, posi

tioning the Leyden jar on the gold line at the other end of the book,] 
bend the springing wire toward the bottle electrised [i.e., the Leyden 
jar], by pressing [the wire] with a stick of wax till its ring approaches 
the ring of the bottle wire. Instantly there is a strong spark and stroke, 
and the whole line of gold, which completes the communication, be
tween the top and bottom of the bottle, will appear a vivid flame, like 
the sharpest lightning. . . . The room should be darkened.43 

As this passage demonstrates, a leather-bound book gilt with gold 
lines worked as a kind of luminous lightning rod. But such books 
combined a nonconducting element (leather made of animal skin) 
with a highly conductive one (gold). As Franklin notes of book gold 
and imperial leather in the first substantive letter of his New Experi
ments: "[If] we electrify, upon wax in the dark, a book that has a 
double line of gold round upon the covers, and then apply a knuckle 
to the gilding[,] the fire appears every where upon the gold like 
a flash of lightning: [but] not upon the leather, nor, if you touch 
the leather instead of the gold." Furthermore, he continues, shift
ing subjects abruptly: "We rub our tubes with buckskin, and ob
serve always to keep the same side [of the buckskin] to the tube, and 
never to sully the tube by handling; thus [our tubes] work readily 
and easily without the least fatigue . . . This I mention, because the 
European papers on Electricity frequently speak of rubbing the tube 
as a fatiguing exercise."44 

Franklin's preoccupation with the uses of leather, whether for 
bookbinding, "rubbing tubes," or generating electrical energies, 
illuminates the systematic deployment of skins more generally in 
his New Experiments. Eighteenth-century books were usually made 
of calfskin, goatskin, and, sometimes in the colonies, of deerskin. 
While deerskin could still be harvested in British woods and for
ests, by the mid-eighteenth century it was imported primarily from 
North America where it had become a native export crucial in vari
ous ways to the colonies' economies. Franklin's pointed, rather hu
morous reference to "buckskin" exploits this Enlightenment and 
market association of America with natural or native materials be
cause the thirteen colonies were a prime source of "buckskin." Pro
cured primarily by American Indian hunters from New York to 
Georgia and shipped to Britain via middlemen in East Coast sea
port towns, deerskin had innumerable craft uses. And, by the mid-
eighteenth century, Europe was dependent on North America for 
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large shipments of deerskin. Americans were, in turn, dependent on 
Europe for many manufactured goods, including books unavailable 
in the colonies. 

Throughout his New Experiments, Franklin systematically plays on 
the transatlantic exchange of American "raw materials" for Euro
pean manufactures. It was this transatlantic, imperial network of 
transactions, exchanges, and correspondence that made his elec
tricity possible. The New Experiments opens, for example, with a 
brief introductory letter, where Franklin simply thanks his patron 
for sending him the invaluable Leyden jar, or "capacitor," with 
which Franklin made a majority of his discoveries.45 Franklin also 
thanks Collinson for the many magazines and books that Collinson 
had generously sent "from Time to Time."46 Franklin would recip
rocate, of course, with his own electrical writings, bound (eventu
ally) in a book that would constitute a form of "buckskin" in the 
Euro-American literary market. In other words, tube, Leyden jar, 
and gentlemen's magazines are reciprocated with buckskin in the 
form of a book from America, which will circulate, advertise, and 
memorialize the name of Franklin and of his British supplier. Like 
Franklin's legendary "coon-skin" cap in the court of Louis XVIII, 
the allusion to buckskin at the end of the second letter exploits the 
distinction between American raw goods and British manufactures, 
together with the simple, semifictional class opposition, so often 
made by artisan republicans like Franklin, between British "aristo
crats" and nature's "democrats." 

The allusion to rubbing with buckskin further highlights the role 
of efficiency, portability, and a peculiarly ragged "smoothness" of 
style that would make the +/~ solution of Franklin's electrical New 
Experiments the most successful—because the most economical and 
universal—of eighteenth-century electrical theories. Europeans are 
"fatigued," Franklin suggests, because they don't keep their rub
bing cloths "clean," they sully their "tubes," and they irrationally, 

II stupidly impair their productive "power" through lack of attention 
I to work efficiency. The generative power at issue here is the power 

of British imperial industrial expansion and bourgeois class con
struction. But it also includes both a negativized world of erotic 
sexuality and the generative power of the "skin trade," the trade in 
those bodies submitted to productive purposes globally—through 
factory labor, domestic labor, or slave labor—in the colonies of 
the British empire, in the British or French Caribbean, or through 

the production of staple crops and industrial goods for an increas
ingly global market. In other words, the skin trade illuminated 
in Franklin's electrification of "bound" books also references en
slaved and laboring human bodies as well as the other countless 
diverse, organic materials employed to generate and integrate +/-
values (and their associated value systems) across internationaliz
ing industrial and commercial contexts. The skin-bound books used 
for electrical experiments in Franklin's New Experiments were not 
books for reading. In this regard, the unopened book experimented 
on by the electrical engineer stands in close relation to the role of the 
unread, unopened book as a supercharged fetish in the collection of 
the genuinely obsessed bibliophile. 

Conclusion 

J. L. Heilbron notes that Franklin's theory of plus (+) and minus 
(-) charges bears a remarkable resemblance to account bookkeep
ing.47 But Franklin's theory of an endlessly accumulative and dis
chargeable natural "fund" of electricity is clearly more than merely 
analogous to market dynamics. Channeling electrical flows through 
various bodies, Franklin experimented with inserting—if not iden
tifying—human and animal bodies with the dynamic flow of his 
electrical "currency." In fact, as outlined in his New Experiments, the 
oscillating flows of plus (+) and minus (-) constitute a universal 
"suture" linking the account-book world of market transactions to 
the dynamic binary oppositions that would one day structure fed
eralist political theory—of power divided and "balanced" and of 
local or state "bodies" united under a national "head." With its dra
matic visual effects of attraction and repulsion, the fluid dynam
ics of plus (+) and minus (-) articulated flows of commercial ex
change and consumer desire as well as the many kinds of "bonds" 
that in federalist political theory would unite demographically and 
territorially extended social groups while bridging the differences 
-within-such groups. Already in the mid-eighteenth century, then, 
Franklin's +/- denotation of electrical charges had put into circu
lation a bipolar interface that sutured a globally expansionist, im
perial marketplace with a nationally constitutive principle of con
flict harmonized in union. 

Franklin's electrical work helps to explain the mixed global and 
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national dynamic of the spread of digital technologies today both 
inside and outside the United States. It also helps to explain the re
current debate over the "elite" versus "democratic" nature of digi
tal communication devices; the place of sexuality and pornogra
phy as a feared materialization within digital media; and, above all, 
the continuing absence of debate about the proliferation of digi
tal technologies. Digital technology follows longstanding bipolar 
pathways. The "age of information" and the "new" economy it im
plies are not only profoundly electrical but profoundly Enlight
enment in structure. And, if Franklin's New Experiments displays 
the fluid dynamics and integrated systems that continue to consti
tute (post)Enlightenment knowledge, it also raises the question of 
whether knowledge is even possible—without electricity. 
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The Human Genome Project and the Digital Image of the Body 

It is not news to say that our insight into ourselves, into other sorts 
of living things, and indeed into nature as a whole penetrates no fur
ther and no deeper than what our current technologies can afford 
us by way of models. Verum et factum convertuntur, the eighteenth-
century rhetorician Giambattista Vico famously wrote: our ideas 
can be said to be true only when we have used art to produce the 
made objects to which these ideas primarily refer. Nor was Vico 
alone in thinking that we can only understand things we have put 
together ourselves. Several decades after Vico published The New 
Science, Immanuel Kant proclaimed: "Reason has insight only into 
what it produces after a plan of its own." 

By this standard at least, our knowledge of biology has lagged well 
behind our knowledge of physics and chemistry. Physics found its 
first exploitable technological models in the seventeenth century. 


